Deviations
Introduction

The format of the publication in your hand is a two-sided
accordion. When folded out it works as a 350 cm long
presentation medium with mostly text on one side and
mostly images on the other. It is therefore ideal for two
or more people to read and share.
During a month’s residency in Brussels at Bains Connective ATB has played and researched around the topics
of group work, collectivity and urban space. This book is
an attempt to translate diverse discussions and happenings, intimate processes of our own group and its relation
to public, social space.
ATB

The need for deviations is crucial as there is no longer a
correct path to follow. This shall be explained through
a case study of a group understood as a collection
of individuals with the desire to be together and not
a forced grouping based on classifications. The seven
people involved in the group all share a longing for a
collective way of living, working, being. It is important
to note that this was not intended as an experiment with
the aim to find empirical data or evidence or results of
any kind. It is also important to underline that the use of
the word deviations has nothing to do with the scientific or
mathematical interpretations of the term. This article will
not rely on science as its mentor. If anything, it should
be associated with pseudo-science, pataphysics or artistic
research – though these domains too represent paths
that do not give way to deviations. I shall also take the
liberty to switch between ‘I’ and ‘we’ as I please.
The act of deviating is closely related to movement. A
movement in space and time is necessary for deviations
to appear. The group started out with a clear idea of how
to operate: it was constantly in motion. From the arrival
in Bruxelles, where they were to reside for a month, daily
walks were essential. Not walks as with the bourgeois
flâneur strolling the streets, the moving photography,
the idea of the detached observer. This group, these 14
feet, were constantly aware of their presence – at times
almost too aware. As artists their role as gentrifiers

repeatedly was registered and questioned – and the
simple act of walking could become problematic in the
discourse of those attempting to escape the neo-liberal
agenda. This discourse is vital in a world of multiple
realities on a finite surface. One should of course never
hesitate to address these issues that involve one’s traces
on earth but at times it would become almost compulsive – this pervasive self-critique. It would become
impossible to act.
Somehow it did not matter to the group. Why? Exactly
because of the group. Agency and production suddenly
seemed of less importance when we moved around in
a group. There was an unspoken consensus that movement in the group was prior to movement in general.
The walks was about being together, giving space and
taking space. The attention was on the economy of the
group dynamics rather than the economy of the bigger
picture. It showed to have significant value for us to
develop a sense of trust before any action could take
place outside of the group. Hence, we walked together.
We founded the muddy ground together since 14 feet
are better than 2. The motion was not limited to walking outside but also took place inside. Cooking, reading,
watching movies. Elements of the everyday indeed –
yet a subject for practice and examination since all of the
members have grown up in an individualized society.
It is not easy nor is it ‘natural’ anymore – this way of
living. Even shopping was difficult since all meals come in
singular sized packages. Every element of the everyday
life as a group with needs and desires was interesting to
investigate. This excessive self-absorbed introspection

can only go on for so long. At some point you have to
meet the outside.
Reproduction of the traditional division between the
inside and the outside, in art as well as politics, psychiatry,
philosophy, etc., was never intended. Nevertheless, the
confrontation with an outside was a breakthrough for
the group. Halfway through the residency in Bruxelles
we had a meeting with some fellow residents and we
had to explain our work, interests, etc. There appeared
to be a clash between ambitions and communication.
It is rare to find groups with such an extensive interest
and involvement in collective practices and rarities like
these deserves to be shared. So after two weeks of
navel-gazing we realized the importance of communication and distribution, as these are some of our only
means of action. We turned our feet outwards.
Turning outwards is both about tapping into other’s
resources and displaying one’s own research. In addition to these two one-way communication forms comes
sharing. Sharing is what happens between the information and the display and is only possible through the
meeting with others - not just via static one-way relations.
Before we get into a vocabulary of the network society
we shall hold our breath. For this revelation we had was
obviously not the sole solution. Actually, it felt a bit
like going one step forward and two steps back. We
had already developed a sense of trust; we had already
fought our inner cops. We had in previous collaborations
reached a level where new things could occur, where the

ground was steady enough to introduce the troll to the
group. It is always necessary to recognize one’s lacks
and blind spots when working in more general ‘levels’.
Evidently, this takes time and lived experience, so we
learned, two weeks in our case.
Our steady ground was partly discovered. Both metaphorically but also quite literally. Under a bridge in an
area in the outskirts of Bruxelles we found refuge. This
functioned as a point outside the group to look at, to
touch, to learn from and maybe even to change. From
here we could explore a phenomenon we had discussed
previous to our stay in Bruxelles: The concept of the
troll. This internet phenomenon, as well as mythical
creature, we found had a great potential to perform as
the ongoing questioning of established structures,
normality and systems of any kind.
Trolling can take many shapes and shape shifting is
even part of the act where the troll(s) always avoids
definitions and identification as a way to make up with
traditional identification markers and an avoidance of
being profitable. It is about never getting caught. This is
where deviations as a method come into play.
There is an inherent problem with the method of deviations. It is a contradiction in terms. One simply cannot
choose to deviate because then it is no longer a deviation. As soon as you try to differ from the beaten track
you create a new track, a new defined path. An example of this happened in Bruxelles as one of the members
of the group sought out the traffic signs upon which

are written Deviation/Omleiding. This turned out to
be impossible. The signs did not appear. On the other
hand something else appeared, something slippery,
undefined. Maybe not ‘something’ but many things.
And since it was triggered by the urge to deviate it must
be possible to talk about a method of deviation.

Diagrams of social groups
and ideas of how to interpret them

The vastly described method has a lot to do with roleplaying and games and these are not generally accepted as tools of research, which makes it inaccessible to
the majority – except for children who are not expected
to produce meaning. So utilizing play in a practice
of research is difficult but efficient both because of the
possibilities for shape shifting but also enhanced by the
lacking of acceptance of the roleplay as a medium. We
must always look for the unacceptable, the radical
deviations.

The following is a set of diagrams drawn to make more
clear the different states and structures of groups. They
are both meant to describe actual states of a certain
group as well as from the perspective of the group’s
own self-awareness. The diagrams can be described
and explained in many ways, here, I focus on how they
visualize internal group dynamics in relation to collaboration. I here have some points to describe: The focus:
What is the focus of each group member? The center
of attention: The sort of common focus of the group –
also where decisions are made. Techniques of power: In
what ways do certain structures allow for each group
member, or formed alliances in the group, to play with
power to gain influence (long speeches, loud voice,
mocking the other, cutting off the other, generalizations
etc.). Trolling: the act of trolling is an ambiguous term. It
originates from WWW and is not a person but an act. It is
used to randomly disturb the group, redirect focus, exploit the centre of attention, distort/destroy techniques
of power in play. There is no definition, no set rules or
language. Trolling is therefore a form of a joker – neither
good nor bad, appearing, disappearing, shape shifting.
Sometimes trolling becomes yet another technique of
power – in my opinion this is when it’s acted poorly –
at other times it can become a significant event to help

Eventually our group activities aimed at creating, not
just a steady ground, but also a steady playground. We
started out by founding an inside, going on to explore
an outside and finally ending up with a need for something to blur the harsh division between inside and
outside. This ‘third dimension’ is still rather unexplored
but with the method of deviation we might approach
an understanding of the potentials of the troll. The importance of doing so as a group is exactly what makes it
differ from the flâneur. While flâneurism refers to the
act of strolling, deviations refer to the act of trolling.

make dynamics more dynamic, more playful, and even
more importantly: It can help the group to view itself
from in-between inside and outside the group – to give
another view. A helpful function for groups that have
many intense processes and that are very deep into their
own language.
A
The atomic group: Each group member is an
atom. Together the atoms form a circle with a center of
attention in the middle – this is the point of sharing.
Every atom is its own singularity. In this diagram
atoms are static, like building blocks. The point of focus
for each atom is always within the atom – the core. As a
group they bind together in their self-interest and thus
they don’t form molecules.
A1
It often happens that the center of attention is
moved from the middle towards one or several atoms in
the circle. This often happens through different mechanisms – using different techniques of power. This group
structure, because of its focus on self-interest, is also a
very good site for trolling to happen. This can either
be destructive where the trolling techniques are used
as techniques of power to destroy – or a trolling that
seeks to change the point of focus of each atom away
from self-interest. In this group structure the first type
of trolling seems to have the easiest way of free flowing
within the group.
B
The molecular group(s): Each atom has a focus
within itself but is able to bind to other atoms and form
molecules by moving around within a closed circle (B1).

This diagram is far more dynamic than the atomic one.
But what remains is that each molecule or atom still
can use the above-described power techniques to serve
its self-interest. This is visualized by certain molecules
growing in size – taking up more space than others (B2).
Alliances are more easily formed in this model between
molecules that then use their alliances to gain a common
self-interest. Concerning trolling: This is a playground.
It can happen sporadically between the molecules, take
advantage of alliances and disturb the fragile center of
attention of the group. The molecular diagram can both
be used to describe one group, with subgroups and
sub-formations in it, or to describe several groups and
their interrelation. To do the latter it is required that the
groups have something in common – physically, mentally, politically etc.
C
The hormonal group: In this diagram focus is
taken away from the singularities in the group and put
on to what happens in-between them – bio chemicals
regulating between psychologies and behaviour. Here
the diagram is drawn up with black lines – these are
the hormones. The white spots represent not singularities but psychologies, mental states, behaviour, moods
– organic flows. The singularities in the group have
been dissolved in the flows of hormonal energies – language, stimulation, creative inputs etc. What happens
here seems like the same as in the molecular diagram:
that some white spots change size, move around, combine (C1). Since there is no singular self-interest here it
is rather a random set of impulses changing the white
spots. Also there are black spots that are more intense

since the intensity of the flow of energy can vary. The
trolling act has its true medium here; the hormones are
the tools in themselves. There is randomness at place,
there is no valuation of good or bad – bio chemical
reactions happen mostly as a reaction to a need or as
part of a chain reaction. This diagram is ideal for trolling
in the sense of ‘changing the room’ – resetting dynamics
(see picnic). The power techniques are still present here.
They have become more apparent, but also chaotic since
there are no self-interests in the scheme. This means that
a hormonal awareness in a group can be hard to sustain,
to make continuous, often it shifts back to either the
atomic (A) or the molecular (B) diagrams. In the same
way the center of attention is hard to be aware of since
it is being passed along with the flows. Focus therefore
has to be maintained to withhold the center of attention,
making the two more depended on each other than in
the other diagrams.
C2
The hormonal diagram not only breaks with the
focus and self-centredness of the singularity. It could
also break with the group-centeredness and group-singularity that kept the group tied together in an unknown
common understanding in the molecular diagram (A) –
and that keeps the center of attention within the circle
in the atomic diagram (B). There is no outer circle (as
with the atoms and molecules), and there is a focus on
diverse, random flows between mental states. The group
is without boundaries, can turn its focus outwards as
well as take bio chemicals in from the outside – becoming a group with a dynamic structure, dependent on its
surroundings: Other groups, atoms, molecules, in relation

A troll in Brussels

to spaces, landscapes and whole areas on a map.
The question in this very abstract diagram is: What is
the group? What keeps it together? If there is a feeling
of togetherness it comes from something: A love, friendship, commonality. This is what needs to be defined in
the group, outside of the diagram. The hormonal
diagram, C2, is more describing the level of groupness –
the feeling of becoming together. But what it takes for
a group to reach this point, for most groups rarely start
out from here, is a consistent awareness of the common
language in the group: What do words mean in what
situations? Are there any power techniques in play?
What kinds of spaces does the group construct for it to
agree and decide in? Also there is the question: What is
the level of trolling? What is the role of the troll? Is it a
prankster that changes the discourse, spoils the language
and thereby revealing its structures and power relations? Is it a sort of trust-generator leading the group
to unsafe grounds and lets the group define new ways
of dealing with situations? Or is it just shit? Another
question: What are the concrete spaces and sites that
the group is in – the broader social context? Are there
similar dynamics in these areas? Similar groups? These
questions go on and reappear continuously. They are
constantly in need to be taken up – there are no fixed
answers to these questions. The diagrams presented
here are not manuals but playgrounds for understanding
and developing within a group structure – a space to generate questions to be answered by actions of the group
in its context.

A

C

B1

B2
A1

B

C1

C2

From open water to the sewer
commodified and stolen
by profiteers, undignified
trollers will be trollin’
objects of uselessness
spam is a rebellion
keep it coming, don’t stop
excess of meaning
overcode the program
keep with the program
beat the program
learn to program to cheat the program.
Expectations low, motivation high
a team building taller than bruxellization
transportation time is contemplation time
so we keep moving
fourteen feet and counting
constant motion
don’t get caught
the soul travels by bus, slowly
time is trust.
From open water via water
from the outside to the inside
to the outside and back again

seventy fingers are sensing the mud
seventy fries leave traces, nice
we prepare our area for sowing
a land of uselessness impossible to harvest
this fragile foundation of mud
let us keep it slippery.
Looking for steady ground
looking for steady playground
fourteen feet and counting
we keep it slippery.

How to make an
anti - pic - nic
yuk!

enfranchised citizens. Near the European continent, early
in the 19th century, a fashionable group of Londoners
formed Picnic Society. Members met in the Pantheon
on Oxford Street, where each member was expected to
provide a share of the entertainment and of the refreshments with no one particular host.

There are many ways to approach a picnic, placing the
nest with baguette and wine and the blanket with a red
and white grid on the green field near the forest and
a lake. A pleasure excursion at which a meal is eaten
outdoors... Al fresco. En plein air... Stereotyping Italian
family on Easter Monday under a tree with millions
of plates and colorful dishes with a temperature of 16
degrees (Al fresco). Or the French painter tracing the
Madonna on the canvas, who´s laying in the long grass
with an umbrella, maybe painting himself into it (En
plein air).
Sharing dishes and chitchatting during the hours while
the sun is rising. Imitating the French bourgeoisie in the
14th or 17th century. Because we are able to – wealth is
within. Taking lunch after hunting: An outdoor party
with a served intricate, medieval meal. A favored,
traditional activity of the nobility during the Renaissance and Regency eras. Picnics became highly formal
and elegant. Ladies in pink pastel dresses, perfumed
and served until drunkenness.

Keeping hunting in mind, there is a place where you
hunt food and a place where you eat it – and a need for
it to be shared in abundance. And here is presented the
situation where talking (acting socially) plays its part,
(eating and talking goes hand in hand); And within this,
traditions, habits that evolves through time; And meanings that neither misunderstandings, overcodings or
rigidity can be able to shift.

After the French Revolution in 1789, royal parks became
open to the public for the first time and picnicking in the
parks became a popular activity among the newly

The image of picnics as a peaceful social activity can be
utilized for political protest too. In this context, a
picnic functions as a temporary occupation of significant

public territory: Pan-European Picnic held on both
sides of the Hungarian/Austrian border on the 19th of
August 1989 as part of the struggle towards German
reunification.
Back in France, year 2000, a 600-mile-long picnic took
place from coast to coast to celebrate the first Bastille
Day of the new Millennium. In the United States, likewise, the 4th of July celebration of American Independence appropriates the picnic popularly... Maybe the
reason why many American people believe that picnic,
like the automobile, was invented in the New Continent.
Back to anti-picnic and keeping in mind the hunting,
the baguette, the formalities, the wine, temperature,
weather. Imagining an idyllic garden with a beautiful
panoramic view. Field day...
Playing picnic can become of great pleasure – especially
when the expected has to be reverted – and the baguette
turns into something else – because we are tired of
baguette but we still love croissants – the many layered
dough. And we have the desire to find our place, where
to relate (make out of this an idyllic situation) and where
the non-comfortable can help us understand the many
reasons, why. Why ATB becomes (by its shape shifting
characteristics) A Troll in Bruxelles.
Searching for a space to relate to, attaching our threads
to certain points of reference and merging our perspectives. A cord that crosses the room, tightening bodies,
getting deeper into words and meanings. Building up
a language, simultaneously, opening a mat so to unfold

this hermetic vocabulary that has been piled up with
the time spent together.

breeze is starting to blow – the rain might get stronger
and colder. We are IN-TO the landscape.

PLAY: Accessing

ADH: [Pulls tobacco out from the pocket and begins to roll a
cigarette]

Unconditional elements

Stage: Post-industrial landscape in the outskirts of Brussels.
Evening, dark purple mist, black mud, neon grass, remaining
structure of a house, tracks from a former railway, tall stone
bridge, waste, water holes. Skyline in bright green light,
skyscrapers in the horizon.

CT: [Looking up from the book] First of all that’s a matter
of gentrification.

Gray noise from cars passing on the bridge, echo, wind and
then silence.

[Silence...]

Broken tiles pushed into the surface of a pile of sand make the
seating. Beers, empty bottles. Book: “The Nature of Things”.
Flashlight. Headphones and a Recorder.

INS: Let’s all agree that this space holds a potential.
Though we can see the tall corporate skyscrapers rising
in the background. This space is still occupied partly by
the local community. I mean, its not in commercial use.

The menu´s title might be “nothing fancy to eat” and
can also become “something disgusting” – it should be
hunted nearby. We are EU-children – still slightly
wealthy people with cash in our pockets and many
snack bars around the corner offer special greasy
combos we can afford. Or pre-fab food – no need to
cook. The weather conditions can help improve the
meal, making it wet, cold, and the transport into the
picnic area should be harsh so things get crushed.
The outside is coming in...
A landscape which definition is difficult to describe, an
urban crack in the state of becoming. Looking at lightning and a bunch of distant skyscrapers while standing
under a bridge where the soil has been turned around
many times; bulldozers and the mud with its puddles of
nasty machine oils, rusty surfaces, unused train tracks,
ruins of old economic veins of trade; simultaneously
being private land and public space; accumulated trash,
piles of soil, more puddles and wild invasive plants
become the green beautiful field where anti picnic can
take place pleasantly. It´s raining and it´s dark, we step
on mud and probably shit that is lying around (places
that are difficult to define are excellent for walking the
dog). The sun has gone down an hour ago and the cold

The blanket should be replaced by something too small
or too cold, or sticky, unable to sit on. Finding random,
weird or useless objects around the area – or in a second
hand shop. A too long cardboard pipe, nails, aluminum
foil can become perfect tools for shifting the order of
things – shifting the roles of the members of the society
of the picnic. Blurring the difference of structure and
non-structure. Melting down the meta-talk. Reinventing the ritual and the language, finding a playground in
the landscape by lack of comfort.

8 bodies: IAPP1, ADH2, CT3, OXT4, INS5, MLN6, hCG7,
RLN8 is taking shelter under the bridge. CT is standing,
holding the flashlight, reading from “The Nature of Things”.
The rest sits down on the tiles, facing the skyscrapers in the
horizon. Reading the landscape, contemplating. IAPP is
recording, wearing earphones and holding the recorder
towards the view.

OXT: [Thinking out loud] It feels so exclusive being in
this space. This view... So romantic.

OXT: [With a low voice] True.
MLN: The rules and regulations from what we
normally see in public space are not applied here.
CT: Well, this is private property. I’m sure officially
there is some investor holding the rights over this land.

A strange energy has occurred during the contemplation; not
everyone is aware of the recording taking place.

IAPP: Hmm.. I wonder what it will look like 20 years or
even just a few months from now.

IAPP feels impatient and breaks the silence by posing a question.

hCG: [Serious tone] Look, I wouldn’t have told you; I
couldn’t imagine how, without it sounding like I was
on some LSD trip or something.

IAPP: The view, can anyone tell me about that?

CT: [Laughing] What?

hCG: I´ve been here before.
[Silence]
RLN: We’ve all been here before. We were here a few
days ago!?

Then suddenly I realized I shouldn’t consume this by
making these poor images. I wanted to be as present as
possible and to use all my senses...
MLN: Are you recording?

[Everyone in the group draw their attention towards hCG]
hCG: Yeah... I mean not with you. Alone. I can’t really
explain it. I just know that I have.
RLN: [Laughing] Like, you mean in a dream?
hCG: No. Not like a dream – it’s strange – but I’m sure
I was standing, like, 20 meters in front of where we sit
now. The bridge was still there and the skyline with the
skyscrapers.
ADH: [Lightning a cigarette]
hCG: I was facing a big closed structure with a relief-like
surface. Images and ornaments were growing out from
the surface. Such a beautifull surface in bright green and
orange collars.
I felt the need to possess this experience, to bring it with
me. So I took out my camera and started taking lots of
photos, from every angle... Click click click. I got so
caught up with photographing; I felt the stress and
anxiety of missing something –

a deviant poem
enactment
informally
enacted rules
social

1. Amylin, a hormone that plays a role in glycemic regulation by slowing
gastric emptying and promoting satiety, thereby preventing
post-prandial spikes in blood glucose levels.
2. Vasopresin is a peptide hormone that increases water permeability of the
kidney’s collecting duct and distal convoluted tubule by inducing
translocation of aquaporin-CD water channels in the kidney nephron
collecting duct plasma membrane.
3. Calcitonin is a 32-amino acid linear polypeptide hormone that is produced
in humansprimarily by the parafollicular cells (also known as C-cells) of
the thyroid, and in many other animals in the ultimobranchial body.
4. Oxytocin is a mammalian neurohypophysial hormone,
(secreted by the posterior pituitary gland), that acts primarily as a
neuromodulator in the brain.
5. Insulin is a peptide hormone, produced by beta cells of the pancreas, and is
central to regulating carbohydrate and fat metabolism in the body.
6. Motilin is released into the general circulation in humans at about 100-min
intervals during the inter-digestive state and is the most important factor in
controlling the inter-digestive migrating contractions.
7 Gonadotropin is a hormone produced by the syncytiotrophoblast, a
component of the fertilized egg, after conception.The functions of relaxin
remain uncharacterized.8 Relaxin belongs in the insulin superfamily.Following implantation, the syncytiotrophoblast gives rise to the placenta.
8 Relaxin belongs in the insulin superfamily. The functions of relaxin remain
uncharacterized.
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